This paper introduces a framework for awareness support in groupware sysiems. This framework, called Big Watch (B W), intends io support past event awareness. It has been designed IO be used when developing new groupware applications and also to improve existeni ones. This paper summarires the characteristics and the siructure of B W, and discusses two applications that use it.
Introduction
In a cooperative work, decision and success depend on the integration of the efforts from different group members. When it happens, it is important that each member knows the part of work's results of other group members, which are related to hisher own contribution [5] . It is important to have enough information about the evolution of shared data, members' actions, etc. in order to improve individual contributions. In other words, it is essential to control the quantity of information available for the members and, the awareness support proposed here allows it. These contributions can be improved by understanding the activities of the whole group, and that's why awareness is important in the development of collaborative activities [12] .
Due to its importance to group work. awareness support should be a major concern when designing groupware systems. Despite of this, systematic solutions for the awareness support are not common, and groupware designers are obliged to design and develop this support themselves. A similar situation occurs in groupware maintenance when the groupware designers need to improve the awareness support present in their system. They often don't have any framework or toolkit to help them, and the reuse of code from other applications is difficult.
We designed a framework, called BW, to solve this problem. It aims to supporting past events awareness. It has been design to be flexible enough to he used to improve existent groupware applications and also to build new ones. This paper resumes the characteristics and the structure of the BW framework. It is organized as follows: first, we discuss the importance of the awareness support in groupware systems. Then, the framework is presented, initially by its main characteristics, followed by the presentation of its structure in three layers. Once the framework is presented, we introduce some applications that already use it, and, finally, some conclusions are presented.
Awareness in Groupware Systems
The work executed within a group produces better results when there is a harmonic interaction between the group members. This harmonic interaction depends on the understanding among these members. To reach this understanding, the group needs four activities: ( I ) communication among the participants; (2) coordination of theirs activities; ( 3 ) a "group memory", which records the group's common knowledge, such as the interaction between the participants and the products developed by them; and (4) awareness support [ 3 ] . Awareness is the knowledge on group activities, including past, present and hture activities. It is also the knowledge about the group itself and its overall status [IO] . It represents an understanding of the state o f a system, including past activities, present status, and future options [13].
Providing computer-based mechanism for supporting awareness has been shown to he of vital importance to the design of collaboration support systems. The reason is that being aware of the colleagues and their activities is very important to make the work more natural and fluid [8] . [9] . Moreover, keeping users updated about what is happening to the product will reduce the risk for doublework and integration problems [4] .
Thus, the need of awareness support in cooperative environments is evident. This awareness support will guide the group to the understanding needed to reach its goals with the desired quality and efficiency. This understanding will avoid contradictory interactions among group members and will permit to improve individual contributions, and, as a consequence, enhancing group work. To sum up, awareness support should be one of the main concerns when designing a groupware system.
Awareness is a design concept that holds promise for significantly improve the usability of the groupware systems. But, with a few exceptions, this support usually involves particular solutions to specific domain problems and isolated approaches that are difficult to generalize to other situations. As a consequence, designers must reinvent awareness, for each new application, based on their experience of what it is, how it works, and how it is used in the task 171.
To help the groupware designers in this task, KirschPinheiro et al. [IO] identified some important characteristics needed to provide such support. These characteristics are organized into 6 questions (what, when, where, who, how, how much), each one identifying crucial aspects for the awareness support in cooperative systems. The question "when" tells us when the cooperative activities executed by the group are produced and when the awareness information produced by those activities are presented to the final user. Depending on when each one ofthose activities happens, it may be more or less important to the group. For example, when working asynchronously or through many sections, a group will need to be aware oftheir past activities. That is what we call "past events awareness": the awareness information about the activities done in the past, activities that began and finished in the past, and whose results may have changed or not valid anymore.
The support to past events awareness is a very important feature in groupware systems, especially in those systems that deal with asynchconous interactions or multi-section works. It is important mainly because the overall information about the evolution of the collaborative activities, such as the evolution of shared data and the users' actions, may improve each user's contribution [12] .
The framework BW was designed to supply a systematic support to past events awareness. It is a flexible framework that may be used to improve groupware applications that do not have this suppoii, and also to help groupware designers developing new applications. The next section presents this framework, resuming its main characteristics and its structure.
The Framework BW
The framework BW was designed to supply a flexible mechanism to support past event awareness. Despite its importance, the awareness support is still absent in many groupware systems [IO] . The framework BW was primary designed to supply past awareness support for those groupware systems that need it. Thus, the prime concern in the framework design was its flexibility. Due to this flexibility, the framework BW can also be used to build new groupware applications, and it is not limited to improve existent ones.
This flexibility remains the main characteristic of the kamework BW and, in the next sub-sections we show how the framework BW reaches this flexibility, using an event-based mechanism and three layers structure.
Event-based awareness
Any groupware application has its own set of activities that should be accomplish by the group. The awareness support should be adequate to those activities and to the group's goals and structure. Thus, the awareness support is tightly coupled to the groupware.
To remain close to the groupware needs, and yet keeping its flexibility, the framework BW adopted an event-based awareness mechanism based on a three-layer structure. It is called an event-based awareness mechanism, because all awareness information is based on events. Those events represent the group's activities, the activities executed inside the groupware application.
In the framework BW, this event-based awareness is organized into a three-phase cycle ( Figure I ): registeringmonitoring-notifying. In the first phase, the groupware registers in the framework what events are interesting for awareness purposes. It is done by passing to the framework BW a sample instance of each desired event, an object to be used as an example by the framework BW. This example object is used to identify similar objects during the next phase. In the second phase, monitoring, the activities are happening inside the groupware, and once one of these activities is executed, the groupware can pass to the framework BW the event related to this activity.
At this point, we can see that the framework BW works as an external element to the groupware. In fact, it acts like an encapsulated component: the groupware can safely use it without knowing exactly how it works internally. Thus, the framework BW can be kept independent of the groupware application. It interacts with this application only through the events, which are registered by the application and recognizable by the framework. Indeed, the use of the event-based awareness in three phases is one o f the main pillars of the framework BW's flexibility. As a consequence of this event-based awareness, the groupware designer should identify what activities are important for the awareness support and define the corresponding events. The last phase of the cycle presented in Figure I is to notify the user (team member) about the awareness information. It consists of informing the user about what has happened inside the group work. However, we can easily imagine that presenting the information about all activities may produce a large set. Such high quantity of information may not be desirable. The user cannot spend much more time with awareness information than working. Besides, the user may not be interested in awareness information about all group's activities, but only in a subset of these activities. Thus, it is important to adapt the awareness information to the user's interest and to hisiher roles needs.
Indeed, roles and awareness information have a very close relationship. Users need awareness information to better play their roles, but not all roles will need the same information. The awareness information presented to an user should be adequate to the userk role and preferences. A user playing an author role in a cooperative authoring environment, for example, will need less information than the team coordinator. A coordinator should be informed about the overall work progress. Heishe needs a global view of the group activities, the defined tasks and deadlines, to take hisiher decisions and guide the team efforts [IO] . If the coordinator has an adequate awareness mechanism, which presents relevant information, the profiles: the profiles associated to a team member, to a role, or both (a team member playing a role). Based on this combination, the framework filters the available information, in such away that only events that are indicated by one of those profiles are presented to the
Three layers and four packages
The processing of these three phases is done by a structure of three layers, namely storage, control and user interface. Each layer is responsible for handling several aspects of this processing: the storage layer handles the storage of the awareness information, events, user's information, roles and profiles. The user interface layer is responsible for presenting the awareness information to the user. The control layer is the most important layer. It handles the groupware requests, like the events registering and monitoring, and it is also responsible for the filtering process.
Those layers have been organized in four independent packages. Each package assumes the responsibilities of the corresponding layer, and communicates with the other packages by well-defined interfaces. These interfaces are, in fact, facade classes, an application of the design pattern Facade [6]. These facade classes represent the package functions for outside classes. Thus, each package knows only the facade classes from the other package, not their internal structure.
Besides the presence of facade classes, the packages have one point in common: they manipulate the same information. All three packages handle information about events, roles, profiles and users. So, in order to keep their independence, the information has been isolated in a fourth package, called Kernel. The Kernel package is of crucial importance to the framework BW, because it describes the awareness information manipulated by this framework and the relationships between it. The next subsections will summarize each one of those packages, showing the most important features of each one. coordination task wili be easier [I] .
To adapt the awareness information to the user and role's needs, and to avoid an information overload to the user, the framework BW executes a filtering of the available awareness information, based on profiles. A profile specifies the user's or role's preferences about which activities_ among the group activities. should be notified. These profiles indicate what activities are interesting and the time interval in which they are 3.2.1. Kernel. The kernel package describes the information manipulated by the framework BW. It is, indeed, the data model of the framework. As this model will be used by all packages ofthe framework, the kernel package is the only open package. Its content is known by the other packages, since they need this knowledge to do their tasks. Figure 2 shows the main structure of the framework BW. Besides the classes discussed above, the kernel package also defines other classes, such as the register class, that keeps the set of registered events; a time interval representation that is used mainly by events and profiles, and a super class, that defines the framework BW basic element, which is specialized by the other classes in the kernel package.
The most important information classes defined in the package kernel are events, users, roles, profiles and the group' All those are directly bound among themselves, as we can see in Figure 3 . The group, represented by the class "BW-Group", aggregates users (the team members), represented by the class "BW-Members"' and the roles (BW-Paper) that the can play. This way, we could model the fact that an user can play many roles in the same group, and we could also model the dependency between roles and the group (the roles are defined for a group, it aggregates a set of possibly roles). Besides this relationship between group, users and roles, there is also a relationship between u s e r h l e s and profiles. As we said before, the framework BW defines three kinds of profiles: the user's personal profiles (BW-PersonalProfile), the role's profiles (BW-PaperProfile), and the combination of both. the 3.2.2.Storage. The storage package is responsible for keeping the awareness information in a permanent base. In fact, the storage package is the interface between the framework BW and the base. It supplies to the other packages simple services such as save and recover objects defined in the kernel package. By using these services, the other packages do not need to know anything about the database used. They only know the storage facade, keeping their independence.
Moreover, to keep the flexibility of the framework BW, the package storage should not be bound to a specific DBMS. For this reason, the storage package uses the Bridge design pattern [6] to implement the direct access to the database and media. This pattern separates the object abstraction from its implementation. Thus, we could separate the abstraction of the database and media in a class (ST-Strategist) and its implementation in a second class (ST-Implementor). As a result, the framework BW can be easily adapted to the database and media used by the groupware application, just by implementing this abstract class in a subclass.
3.2.3.Control. The control package is the "central processing unit" of the framework BW. It receives and handles the groupware requests, and delivers the information and services to the other packages. For example, it is the control package that receives from groupware the events produced by the group. It handles these events, verifying if they are registered events, and then sends them to the storage package to be saved.
The control package is also the responsible for the information filtering, needed for the notifying phase. It takes the user's awareness profile and processes it in order to get a unique set of interesting events. It recovers, through the storage package, the events of this set, produced by the group, according to the profiles applicable to the user. Once the events have been recovered, the control package passes them to the user interface package, which will present them to the user.
This filtering process is done by one class (CL-Awareness) in the control package. This class does the filtering based on a union set of events and intervals, according to the three profiles applicable to the user (personal profile, personal paper profile and paper profile). The final set of events presented to the user is able to reflect the user's preferences and role's needs. Furthermore, by isolating this processing in a singleclass, it is possible to create new variations of it by specializing this class.
3.2.4.
Interface. This last package, called Interface, is responsible for presenting the awareness information to the user. The user interface is a sensible subject for a groupware. It is through its interface that the user can interact and cooperate with other team members, and it is also through the interface that users will receive the awareness information. If the interface is not adequate, the user may not assimilate the awareness information.
Therefore, the user interface used to present the awareness information should be adequate to the groupware and to the information presented. It should also be integrated to the groupware interface. The user should not perceive the awareness support as a different system, but just perceive everything as the groupware.
The framework BW cannot define just one user interface for all situations. Consequently, the interface package has been defined using mostly abstract classes. We defined one central class (Ul-Interface) that receives the information to be present from the control package, and two abstract classes, that represent the user interface elements. These classes are organized as container and contents: the container aggregates many contents, each one responsible for the presentation of a set of events. Thus, the groupware designers can define a user interface adequate to the awareness information and groupware application, and integrate this interface with the framework BW.
Moreover, it is also through the user interface that team members will be able to manipulate their own profiles. Once again, groupware designer should define an interface adequate to the groupware and its activities.
Case Studies
The framework BW has already been used in some applications. The first application that used it was the framework COPSE and the class diagram editor CUTE.
COPSE is a framework and environment for cooperative software design. CUTE is a cooperative class diagram tool developed with COPSE. Both did not provide the support for past events awareness. We introduced this support by using the framework BW. Some results of this application can be seen in Figure 4 . Besides this first application, the framework BW has been used by the CEMT Project [ 1 I]. In this project, the framework BW was used to build an awareness server. This server communicates with client applications (mainly Web editor applications, such as Amaya [ 14]), which send their awareness information through a XML based protocol, in a cooperative environment for elearning authoring. The server keeps this information in a persistent database, which is also used by a workflow engine that guides the authoring process. When a client application requires the awareness information, it requests this information by the XML protocol. Once this information is received, the client application can present it to its users. Besides, the awareness information kept by the framework BW can also influence the workflow. In fact, by being aware of the colleagues' activities, users may anticipate other tasks, and dynamically change the workflow.
Furthermore, both cases were constructed just by implementing a few new classes. In the COPSE/CUTE case. we implement a mediator class to interact with BW. By using this mediator, we minimize our interventions into COPSE framework. As a result, COPSE remains an independent framework, with no dependences from CUTE application, and the framework BW is still available for groupware designers that use COPSE.
Besides this class, we also implement the DBMS access, using JDBC PostgreSQL driver, and the user interface classes. These last classes are perfectly adapted to CUTE interface, and users only perceive CUTE groupware.
In CEMT Project, we also implement the mediator class, represented by the awareness server. We adopted the DBMS access class implemented for COPSEICUTE, by using the same JDBC PostgreSQL driver and database structure. However, for the user interface classes, we decided to specialize the Ul-Interface class in the Interface package. In CEMT Project environment, awareness server did not interact directly with the users, but with client applications through network connections. Thus, we adapted the Interface package to this distributed environment, where it interacts with users through client applications and not directly, as in the case of COPSEICUTE.
Conclusions
One of the main goals of the framework BW was to provide flexibility. This goal has been reached by the use of an event-based awareness mechanism, designed using an object-oriented approach. The design divided the framework into four packages, which separated its services and its data model, keeping them independent. Besides, the use of an object oriented design allowed the groupware designers to easily extend the framework BW through the specialization of the framework classes.
As a result, we could reach a flexible and extensible framework, which has been used successfully in two different environments, the environment proposed by the CEMT Project, and the COPSEICUTE application.
The framework BW still has many possibilities to explore, due to its flexibility. It can he used, for example, to implement the idea of "awareness of awareness" (that is, supply information about who received an awareness information), or for "future awareness" (awareness information about the incoming events for the group).
